We're all ghosts. We all carry, inside us, people who came before us.
Liam Callanan, author The Cloud Atlas.

Meet Bob...a soul experiencing life as father and son at the same time.
I want to introduce you to Bob. But first I have to say that if you don't
believe anything you read here, I would not blame you..it's a little bizarre I
admit. Bob is going through a mid-life crisis. At least that's how society
commonly describes those who exhibit intense introspection at around age
50 or so. Now Bob is not about to run off with a younger woman, nor is he
about to buy a Ferrari or any other boy's toy. Bob is not experiencing any
health challenges. He is simply expressing his feelings of being directionless. He's not sure where he is meant to be headed. “How many of us have
said that?” Anyway, this is quite out of character for Bob as he has always
been focused in his pursuits of career and leisure activities. Hence, he is described by
his friends as experiencing a mid-life crisis by those who know him.
Now Bob knew that he was off track and approached us for some help and guidance.
What we discovered during a healing session surprised us. At some point in Bob's preexistence, his higher-self chose to experience life as father and son at the same time,
in the same life, some generations in the past. Weird thought isn't it? A portion of the
higher-self essence of Bob, came to the earth plane to experience life as a man, and
there's nothing unusual in that. Remember, only a portion of your higher-self
incarnates to earth, thereby allowing the potential to experience multiple lives. Having
said that, spirit and energy is infinite anyway, so the potential for exploring life is
limitless...but I digress. What is unusual in Bob's choices
(or not), is that the same higher-self also committed to
incarnating as the son of Bob in the same life. Now I'm
talking about this occurring some lifetimes back, in
different eras and with different names. It's all in the
past, not this lifetime. Clear as mud isn't it?
Bear with me now, as hopefully it will make sense as I
explain further. Bob's higher-self split, for want of a
better term, and connected into different life lines in
order to experience being father and son at the same
time. Bob Snr. chose particular parents to explore life and
inherited all those ancestral aspects or the lineage if you
like. While the aspect of Bob Jnr., who in essence is the
same soul as his father, naturally inherited a different
ancestral line...that of his father and mother.
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For a time, the soul of Bob experienced life as father and son in the same family,
together. All well and good, until a portion of Bob's essence chose to remain within the
line of the Father. The soul of Bob Snr. eventually passed back into the spirit realm to
coalesce into his higher-self, but at the same time still holding the connection or part
essence of his son. As life would have it, Bob Jnr. eventually passed on and
reincarnated a number of times without that fragment of essence; basically
experiencing a form of soul fragmentation.
I do apologise if my ramblings are difficult to follow. If you are feeling confused, you
should have been with us when we were attempting to understand this situation for
our client. I'm sure at times, my Guides must feel like they are teaching a
kindergarten child. Anyway, if you can accept what we're saying, this leads us to a
number of questions.
The question is why? Did the higher-self of Bob create both the time lines of Father
and Son? If so, then the essence of both should have coalesced back into the one
higher-self to begin again. But having created that fragmentation perhaps they
wanted to continue with the experience. Or were there separate time lines from
separate higher beings? Why wait till now to address the problem, if it was a problem?
The mind boggles, and I do not have all the answers. What I do know is that we had
to cross-connect with two time lines to retrieve the fragment of Bob and facilitate the
resettling of his energies as a whole in the here and now. My instincts tell me that we
were dealing with two separate higher beings, with two distinct time lines. The
fragment, although recognising it had not been in the correct dimension for a long
time, had grown comfortable with it's situation. It took a little work to resolve a few
things in order to gain it's co-operation and allow Bob to be a whole once again. How
is Bob now? Well Bob is much more settled in life and enjoying his journey.

Pilgrim's Grace 1987 Puritan Family Thanksgiving
painting by Henry Mosler.

More recently we worked with a client
who was experiencing some negative
influences and patterns coming down the
ancestral line of the mother. When
clearing the ancestral line, I was taken
back to a specific generation around
about the 16th century to the time of the
Puritans. The Puritans were a group of
English Reformed Protestants in the 16th
and 17th centuries who sought to
"purify" the Church of England from its
"Catholic" practices, maintaining that the
Church of England was only partially
reformed.

What is interesting, is that in this life, our client grew up in a strict catholic family and
railed against the doctrine, eventually rejecting it altogether. The generation I dealt
with in the 16th century was actually a past life for our client, and it seems certain
patterns and influences have been playing out for centuries until bringing them to an
end in this life.
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You may also remember from a past article how I described a client's higher-self
experiencing fourteen existences (lives) at the same time. And I have also described
how inter-dimensional interferences can affect the higher-self of a being. I don't know
where I'm heading with this except to suggest that we are very complex beings, and
whatever we think we know, it's just the tip of the iceberg. It does beg the question
though, if we can recognise affects on the higher-self from our present life here on
earth, what effects are there from any other concurrent existences we are not aware
of? That's a question I can’t answer at this time, but it does make one think.

As with all the information we publish in our articles and website, or present in our trainings, the reader
is not expected to automatically believe what is offered. All I ask is that the information be considered.
Where possible I include references to other credible sources. Much of what is presented is our opinion,
information from our Guides, and interpretation of experiences. The only proof we have is in the results
we achieve for our clients. We also acknowledge that what may be relevant today will change, as
everything evolves.
It is the readers and/or clients responsibility to do their own research and seek professional medical
advice in every instance. Any individual who has a specific health problem or is taking medications must
first seek advice from his or her personal physician or health care provider before making any changes to
their treatment. Do not cease any medication without medical advice. This information or any associated
text is not designed as a substitute for any form of medical treatment or advice.
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